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Thanks for a Great Meeting!
Our annual User meeting was held last week, August 11-13, at the Alexander Hotel in downtown
Indianapolis for the second year in a row. The jam-packed meeting began on Monday and ended on
Wednesday afternoon and was designed to meet and talk with other customers and to learn the
many ways to make your company prosper by utilizing all of the tools K & K has to offer.

 Speakers included Karla Schilling, the K & K Team and . . .


Eyal Karny, Keynote speaker, from Magic Software



Dee McCraw, Hayden Porter and Colby Watkins from Optigistics, Inc. (Optimizer)



Bill Bach from Goldstar Software on Pervasive database and IT expertise



Jeff Hageman of AAMPS Contractors on register and meter proficiency

 Hospitality get-together on Monday evening partially sponsored by K & K vendor partners
 Customer (‘Valued Partner’) Appreciation Dinner held Tuesday night at the Dallara after a visit
to the Indianapolis 500 Hall of Fame Museum. Congratulations to Nancy Johnson from CHS—
Southwest Grain, Dickinson, ND who won the Grand Prize, a Microsoft Surface Tablet!

Karla’s Korner

 ‘Tech Center’ adjacent to the main meeting room where ToughPads and the entire Suite of
Products were available to review and try out at various times during the meeting.

 18 Sessions, Workshops and Breakouts covering a variety of topics, including . . .


Tank/customer management skills



IT, Registers, Routing, Handhelds



Energy-Force, Release Notes, Productivity



Balancing, K-Factors, Yearly, RTM



K & K ‘Road Map,’ ConnectWise Portal



Utilizing Reports (“work your data”)



New Mobile App & Your ‘Top 10’ requests



Open forums for Q & A, suggestions

Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Thanks to everyone that attended the
User’s Meeting! I truly enjoyed seeing
many of you again and meeting some
of you for the first time. All of us
worked hard and had some fun too.
This special edition newsletter summarizes the meeting and includes our
survey results (we read every survey
and listen to you—thanks to all for
their valuable feedback). Inside . . .







Meeting Pictures (page 2)

Guest Speakers (page 3)
Appreciation Dinner (page 4)
Your Feedback (page 5)
Suite of Products (page 6)

And, we moved in August—note our
new address—visit us anytime!
Thanks for being a Valued Partner!
Karla

There was much more room to ‘spread out’ this year!
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Eyal Karny
CEO, Magic Software
Keynote Speaker

“Tech Center” where you could try everything K & K has to offer from
ToughPads, Toughbooks and the entire Suite of Products

Ice Cream and more at Monday’s break!
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Dee McCraw, Hayden Porter, Colby Watkins
Optigistics, LLC
“Energy-Track & Fleet Tracking Updates”
”Optimizer Plus Tips” (with K & K Team)

Jeff Hageman
President, AAMPS Contractors

Bill Bach
President, Goldstar Software

“Energy-Track Hardware Tips”

“IT/Pervasive Database Expertise”
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“Thanks to the whole K & K team—really nice to meet everyone, now can put a face to the person… Nice to see and touch new things [Technology
Center]… Had a great time… You guys do a great job… Don’t change anything… Love the breakout sessions… Loved the shirts!...Not knowing any K
& K persons, shirts were a great benefit...I thought the first time I saw K & K, were they in mug shots?… Knew who you were right away… Would
like list of name of attendees and the company they are with, also the state… A map to the hotel… Move the meeting up a week to avoid first day of
school… Have a note on the registration form for anyone with food allergies… Take away Keynote Speaker to free up time for more training… Only two days of jampacked meetings, the next day would be travel… The Dallara IndyCar Factory was awesome… Have more non-food items given away… Don’t care where future
meeting is, just want to have a good time and learn… Great learning experience and fun!... Loved the simulators”

General

Hotel

“The hotel was extremely nice… Staff very courteous
and attentive… Wonderful facility… Room was freezing and would not warm up after raising temperature… Would be nice to have potatoes on buffet and vegetables…
Staff a pleasure to be around… Bar limited on beer… Great to have
more heart-healthy low-fat cholesterol foods… Power available at
tables for laptops… Kelli from Royal Limo was exceptionally polite
and professional...All four limo rides were great!”

Alexander

“Something for E-billing… Reports by driver… .25
GPS report to utilize map and bring up old/new GPS
to visualize… Like Tickler to show in driver’s ToughBook… Would like ‘Sticky Notes’ on driver’s ToughBooks… Tutorials
or an info button on each page… Make Ticklers more user-friendly
and efficient to use—example report all driver leak test info, takes
a lot of time—happy with one-click option… More use of ToughBooks and what to do when drivers have problems… Use current
mapping system with E-F and communicate with drivers… 100%
billing on non-tank assigned customers on split billing… Means to
track underground tanks… Hand out on how to get some of the
reports… Combining accounts… Renter transfer...Account linking…
Delivered address on sales history reports… Total gallons summary
by product and customers… More in-depth on the Julians.”

New Features

Meeting Rooms

# 1 Utilizing Reports Workshops
#2 K-Factors and Daily Use Workshops
#3 Tank Skills and Energy-Track
Workshops

“The reporting session was my favorite. Knowing where to
find the data is essential… Enjoyed the Reports class…
Learning the Reports and what they tell you… IT session
Workshops & Suggestions
pertained more to IT personnel…. Nice to have reassurfor Improvement
ance from Magic CEO…. Did not know Optimizer class was
repeated… Learned a lot about the Optimizer and someday
may invest in upgrade… I work with system all the time and nice to
have more
knowledge... K-Factors and daily use very helpful… Not enough time spent on Energy-Service… Learned so much during all of the sessions. Able to walk away with
new knowledge… More focus on EnerTrac… Troubleshooting with truck equipment… I am new and thought the Reporting and Optimizer pieces brought a lot of
value… Enjoyed the energy and information that K & K brought to the table… Information was presented in a practical and useful way… Great way to watch drivers
[Energy-Track]… More information on summer fills—exclusions...Very informative
and informal… Lots of questions for Hayden [Optgistics]...Classes were more for
customers that have not used Energy-Force for very long… Have a more discussionbased meeting focused on customer based issues and concerns… Many related to
the industry as a whole and not for specific companies… Allowing each company to
ask questions would spur conversation for software growth and ease of use and
would allow K & K to explain the program and or fixes that would work best… Have
breakout with customer that use same programs and with potential customers that
utilize different tools… Can learn from others more easily… More on products others use and how they are making them better.”

Month for 2015
Meeting

Location for 2015
Meeting

Days for 2015
Meeting
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